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The problem of determining the amount of water carried suapended aediment is of increas- 
ing importance in areas such as agriculture, navigation and water conservation. Conventional 
point sampling methods have proved inadequate to meet current hydrology planning needs 
became ahort term concentration excursions cannot be monitored. To satisfy the need for a 
a&-powered, continuous monitoring system, a gauge based on the use of radiation from a 
radioisotope source, having the capability of continuously measuring sediment concentration 
over a concentration range of 1000-50.000 vvm was designed. developed and tested. The 
system is capable of operating and recdrding kata unatten2ed for a pciiod of 7-112 days on 
internal vower. thua constituting a completelv automatic monitorina svstem. 

The &eoV of operation, error analysis, calibration methods, operat& procedures, and test 
results, are presented. 

UNE JAUGE RADIOISOTOPIQUE POUR LA MESURE DU S-IMENT 
SUSPENDU DANS LES FLEUVES ET RIVIWES 

La question de la mesure de la quantitt de stdiment suspendu dans l'eau possede nne im- 
portance croissante en rapport aux sujets tels que l'agriculture, la navigation et la conserfa- 
tion de l'eau. Les mtthodes convcntionnellcs de faire les khantillons d'nn point ti l'autre 
se sont montr6es insuffisantes ti satisfaire les besoins courants de dressage des plans hydro- 
logiques puisqu'il est impossible de suivre les excursions de concentration de petite ptriode. 
A h  de satinfaire le besoin Dour un svsteme de dosage continu avant sa vmvre source d'her- .. . . 
gie on a dessint, mis B point et tprouvt une jauge qui emploie le rayonnement d'une source 
radioisotopique, capable de mesurer continoment la concentration du sediment par'nne gamme 
de 1.000 ti 50.000 ppm. Le systeme eat capable de fonctionner et d'enregistrer les donn6es 
sans attention durant une p e o d e  de 7iiours sur sa source d'tneraie inttrieure, ce qui donne - . . 
un systeme de mesure tout-8-fait automkque. 

On prtsente k theorie de fonctionnement, I'analvse des errcurs, les mtthodes d'ttalonnage, . ~ 

les fasons d'emploi et les Asultats des easais; 

PAAMOM30TOIIHOE YCTPOmCTBO AJIH M3MEPEHMH 
CYCIIEH3MPOBAHHbIX OCAAKOB B PEKAX kl TEgEHMRX 

IIpo6neua onpeneneaufl KonusecTsa cycnenauposamblx ocwrcoe, nepesocaublx sonotl, 
nlneeT Bce ysenuqusamqeecfl asaqesue B Tamx oTpacimx KaK Hanaraqufl, cenbcnoe 
xoafltlcTeo, xpaaeaue BOXM. 06bl~able M~TORM BLIIITU~~ 06pasqos 08 pasablx Tosen He v o r p  
YROBneTBOPUTb COBpeMeHHble MeTORbl ~WRPOJIO~~~CKO~O l?JIBnHPOBaHUfl, TUK KBK KPUT- 
KOBVeMeEEhIe ll8MeEeAHR KOAIIeHTVUUIIH HB UOWT 6hl~b BUMe¶8EhI. nnfl V~OB~eTBOVeBIIfl 

, . . . 
PaiIUUUlo OT PWHOaKTUBHO~O UCTO'IHUKB H UMBWUBR C ~ O C O ~ H O C T ~  HaMePRTb K O H U ~ & P ~ U R H  
B npeaeae OT 1.000 ao 60.000 x lo-'. Cume~a  (lwaa paonma H nposepeua. Una cnoco(laa 
aena~b II 8BnHcmaTb no~epenun B ~esenuu 7.6 wen, ncno.xboyn uuppeuKmm asepraw, 'ITO 
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RADIOISOTOPENMESSGER~~T ZUR KONTROLLE VON SCHWEBEGUT IN 
FLOSSEN UND STROMEN 

Die Frage Bcatimmung dm Betragee dcs vom Wasser mitgefllhrtm schwcbcgurea wird immcr 
wichtiger in Cebicten wie 2.B. im Ackubau, in der SchifTahrt und in dcr Wasacmirmchaft. 
Die oblichen punknvcisen l'robecnmahmen warm unzurcichend filr die Zwccke dcr neuzeit- 
lichen waasemirtechaftlichen l'knuna, weil kunzeitiue Abschwcifunaen in dm Anreichemna 
nicht kontrolliat werdm konnm. c m  den Bedag fur ein selbs&nges ununterbrochen 
arbeitendes System zu decken wurde e b  a.uf dy Verwmdung der Strahlung von einer Radio- 
isotopenquelle beruhendes McssgerPt,d&ulluntubmcbm den Schwebegutgehalt uber einen 
Anreicherungsbereich von 1000 bis 50,000 T.p. Mill. messen kann, konstruiert, eniwickelt 
und geprllft. Das System kans ohne Wathlng.arbeitkr. und Data registiierbn Uber einen 
Zeitraum von 74 Tagen und hat cine eingebayrcKraftversorg~og, . . .  . .  , aodaas es ein vollkommen 
automatischea Konhollsyst&n darstellt. 

Es wud die Tbmrie dm Wirkungaweiae, die Fehlaanalyse, Eichmethoden, Arbei~meisen 
und PrIXergebniss? dargelegt. 

. , . . 
,, , . , .  

, , ,' INTROD~ICTION ,; undis~olv='d mabr ik  a t  typical sites 'was made. 
THE D ~ ~ ~ N A ~ ~ O N  , Of the . concentration,df This was .necessary in order .to prediot gauge 
suspended 'sediment c.grried by natural a n d  performance, because X- and gamma-ray 
man-mad~&a;f&TWays is bf if,creasing importahce abg6rptioh depends a n  both' the, ,dimity and 
to concerqed ,with water conservation cdmposition of the 'attenuating ihediiim. Re- 
and coi,trol; &,+entional paint gampling'. ports covering the ab@e researkh are aSailable 
methods have proven unsuitable in arias where .fmm the office of Technical Sei'Yic-?; Depart- 
difficulty of access, or flash ,floods and s & ~ +  ment of Commerce, Wi&hi&tdli , ' D.E.(lla*S' 
quent large, short term concentration excursions The sediment gauge dedcribed in the forlowing 
preclude an adequate sampling progrgm. .In sections constitutes the end result . . of these 
order to satisfy the need for a self-powered, p re l imina~  studies. , 

continuous monitoring' system a gauge basqd 
on the .attenuation of rdiation from' a radio- 
isotope , uodrbe' has ' been developed. Ad- 
vantages of a ' r a d i o i s ~ o ~ e  technique are first, 
because a beam of radiation is used as the 
nensing agent, the water and sediment are not 
perturbed, which permits greater accuracythan 
is obtainable using conventional mechanical 
sampling methods; and second, continuous 
sampling is possible with low power drain and 
high reliability. The latter is important inas- 
much as the gauge must operate continuously 
and unattended for a week a t  a time. 

I n  order to arrive a t  the most appropriate 
system design three areas. were investigated in 
detail: (a) because long, term, unattended 
operation was desired it was necessary to 
develop an operational theory in the context of 
a stable', self-referenced system; (b) since the 
radiation energy is of prime importance in 
determining attenuation gauge characteristics, 
a study to ascertain the most appropriate radio- 
isotope source was carried out; and (c) a 
geochemical survey of the concentration levels 
and composition variation of both dissolved and 

. . 
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS, 

The development pr,o&&for this 4& was 
sponsored by the Division of Isotdpe$' D,evelop- 
ment, U.S.A.E.C. with the' cooperaPon of the 
Inter Agency Sedimentation Projectrepreaent- 
ing members of thirteen U.S. Agencies interested 
in sediment measurement. Through the Tech- 
nical Committee of the Sedimentation Project 
specifications were established representing the 
requirements of a gauge capable of . widespread , 

use within the continental U.S. 
Concentmtion range. 1000-50,000 ppm of sedi- 

ment of density averaging 2.65 g/cm'. 
Accuracy. Better than &20% from 1000 to 

50,000 ppm by weight. , . 

'Data rsh.ieval. Data to' be recorded per- 
manently a t  15 or 3 min intervab (real time) on 
tape capable of receiving data ~ontinuouvly over 
a 74 day period without replacement. 

Environmental. Opu'ationaltemperaturemea- 
suring head, 32-85'F; control unit, 20-320°F; 
survival temperature-measuring head and elec- 
tronics - 15-120°F. 
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Power. Operable either from 115 V. as .  source has an initial strength of about 1-3 mc 
power source, or from four automobile type and is designed to operate the gauge for over one 
batteries capable of supplying all system re- year. 
auirements for 7k dam of continuous overation. The X-rav Detector is a sauare cross section - .  

side window'proportional counter filled with two 
DESCRIPTION OF GAUGE atmospheres of 90 % krypton-10 % methane. 

The gauge consists of two units connected by The window is 5 mil beryllium, and there is a 
UD to 125 ft of flexible cable: a weather~roof two-inch ~ a t h  length for the detected X-ran. 
&ore based control unit; and a submAible which resilts in muefficiency of 80% at 22 k ; ~  
measuring head. Figure 1 is a photograph of and 2% at 87 keV. Thus, the probability of 
both units. The shore unit is an aluminum box detecting the unwanted gamma at 87 keV is 
16 in x 9 in x 8 in, weighing 17 lb, containing small. The shape of the observed spectrum 
a digital printer, the various counting elec- after transmission of the X-rays through 8 cm of 
tronics, a timer and the necessary low voltage distilled water is shown in Fig. 2. The peak 
power supplies. A switch on the control unit below the 22 keV peak is the result of escape of 
allows selection of a 15- or a 3-min readout the krypton K X-ray after detection of the 22 
period. Since readings are printed out in digital keV X-ray. As a result of the very high signal 
form on paper tape at accurately timed intervals to noise ratio inherent in this type detector it is 
their sequential position indicates the time of possible to use an integral electronic discrimi- 
reading if the starting time is known. nator set at about 4 keV. 

The measuring head is brass, weighs 50 lb, The gauge has been designed and con- 
and is 7f in. 9f x 11 in. It contains the radio- structed to insure compliance with the most 
active source, the source switching mechanism, stringent safety requirements. The radio- 
the X-ray detector and preamplifier, and the isotope used emits primarily a low energy X-ray 
high voltage supply for the X-ray detector. which is almost completely absorbed in the 
External brackets are provided for mounting on housing of the gauge. Moreover, because the 
the side of a wall or pier. source material is electroplated metallic cad- 

Basically, the gauge observes the ratio of X- mium the possibility of leakage of source 
ray transmission through ambient water con- material is remote. The external radiation 
taining suspended sediment and a reference levels at exterior surfaces of the gauge are low 
liquid such as distilled water. This ratio is a (less than 0.1 mr/hr) and the unit may be 
function of the ratio of the X-ray attenuation in handled without the necessity of monitoring 
the two liauids and. therefore. in the absence of external radiation. 
an appreciable amount of dissolved material, 
the ratio is a function of the concentration of 
suspended sediment in the ambient water. This 
mode of operation eliminates errors that would 
otherwise be introduced due to the decay of the 
radioactive source, secular drifta in the X-ray 
detector response and in the electronics, and 
changes in the liquid density due to temperature. 

The radioactive source is Cdlos in h e  form of 
metallic cadmium plated on a copper substrate. 
This source has a half-life of 470 days and emits 
an electron capture X-ray of 22 keV energy. It 
also emits an 87 keV gamma ray about 4% of 
the time. Gauge operation depends on the 
attenuation of the 22 keV X-ray (the 87 keV 
gamma-ray forms an undesirable radiation 
component since it is relatively unattenuated in 
traversing the water path). The radioactive 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
The radioactive source is cycled mechanically 

between two positions to provide attenuation 
measurements sequentially on known and 
unknown media. The dual cell arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 3. For theoretical purposes it is 
considered that the reference cell contains 
distilled water which assumes the same tem- 
perature as ambient water. The X-ray ab- 
sorption equation for the reference cell is 
described by 

N,  = N,e-"mP& (I) 

where N, is the number of counts due to source 
X-rays that are detected per sec, x is the X-ray 
path length in the reference cell, a, and p, are 
the mass absorption coefficient and density of 



CHANNEL NUMBER 

2. Differential pulse height spectmm of CIOB source observed by proportional counter. 

the distilled water and N, is the number of 
counts per unit time that would be detected if 
there were no water in the reference cell. The 
count rate recorded in a similar cell containing 

the suspended sediment is 

where Ng is the number of counts that would be 
recorded if there were no water in the sediment 
cell, and where a, is the absorption coefficient 
for the sediment, f is the fractional weight 
occupied by the sediment and p, is the density 
of the sediment-water mixture. 

PROP. COUNTER 
X-RAY DETECTOR 

Here p, is the sediment density. 
For sediment concentrations no larger than 

f = 0.05 (50,000 ppm), the maximum design 
limit, the second term in the denominator of (3) 
is small compared to the first. Then 

P,/P, - 1 +f(p. - P,)/P. (4) 
Division of (2) by (I), utilizing (4) and neglect- 
ing the very small term in f yields the ratio R 
defined by 

R -- NJN, = Ce-/Is (5) 

S O U R C ~  SWITCHING 
MECHANISM 

REFERENCE CELL 

FIG. 3. Schematic view of measuring head. 

where C = N$N1 is the value of R when f = 0 
and is a constant for any gauge and reference 
liquid. Due to slight differences in mechanical 
alignment etc. it is not exactly unity even with a 
distilled water reference. This has no effect on 
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system accuracy. S is a "stream constant" 
defined by 

s = l l P d ( %  - P,awlP.) (6) 
Scan be written as a fraction, or it can be given 
the units of ppm iff is written in ppm. Solution 
of (5) for f yields 

f = Sln (CN,/N,) = S ln (CIR) (7) 
Thus the first order correction to the change in 
mixture density withf, as given by (4), can be 
included, and attenuation of the radiation is 
described by the simple exponential form of (5). 
Use of this expmsion, rather than the more com- 
plicated one that results when (3) is used for p,, 
introduces an error of only about 1 % at 50,000 
ppm. The errur is actually somewhat leas than 

this if S is defined experimentally rather than 
calculated from (6). 

Although equation (5) was derived under the 
assumption that distilled water is used in the 
Reference Cell, it is equally applicable for 
other reference liquids. Both C and S depend on 
the reference used, thus equation (6) can only be 
used to estimate S for distilled water. 

System operation can be understood with 
reference to the block diagram of Fig. 4. The 
objective of the counting system is to measure 
the ratio of counting rates of source X-rays 
transmitted alternately through the Reference 
and Sediment Water Cells. This is accom- 
plished by accumulating counts in the Reference 
Counter for the time required to reach a 

SUBMERSIBLE MEASlRlNO 

------- 

Fro. 4. Counting logic block diagram; 
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selected capacity, and then the number of 
counts accumulated in the Sediment Counter 
during an equal amount of time is printed out. 
In this way the Sediment Count reading is 
proportional to the ratio N,/N,. The length of 
time required for the Reference Counter to 
reach the preset value increases over a period of 
several months as the source intensity decreases. 
However, the statistical accuracy is the same 
throughout the life of the source since during this 
period the same preset number of counts N, is 
always accumulated. 

A description of the counting system operation 
is as follows. Initially, a switch selected choice 
is made between ratio printouts every 3 or 15 
min, wrreaponding to 160,000 or 800,000 
accumulated counts, respectively, in the Ref- 
erence Counter. Once the unit is placed in 
operation the sequencing of all events is con- 
trolled by the 400 c/s System Timer. At the 
beginning of each measurement interval the 
Reference and Sediment Gates receive a signal 
that allows them, subsequently, to be switched 
open or closed by signals from the Motor Drive 
unit. 

The X-ray Detector pulses, procesed by a 
Pre-amplifier, Amplifier and Discriminator- 
Shaper, are routed to both the Reference and 
Sediment Gates simultaneously. Only one of 
these gates is open at any time, however, as 
controlled by the Motor Drive which is actuated 
by the System Timer. The source is switched, 
and a t  the same tlme these gates are opened and 
closed, once every twelve seconds until the 
capacity selected is reached by the Reference 
Counter. The relatively rapid switching mini- 
mizes effects of temperature changes, etc. 
during the measurement interval. During the 
first second after each switching operation the 
system is allowed to stabilize, and the counts are 
recorded for the last eleven seconds. At some 
point in the cycle, after the source has been 
switched a large number of times, the Reference 
Counter overflows producing an output signal. 
This closes the Reference Gates for the remain- 
der of the selected measurement interval and 
brings into operation the vernier time system. 
This system determines the portion of the final 
11-sec required by the Reference Counter to 
overflow and allows the Sediment Counter to ac- 
cumulate counts for this short additional period. 

Its use inoreases the accuracy of themeasurement 
considerably over that which would be obtained 
without it. The vernier system quantizes each 
11-sec counting period into 88 segments 0.125 
sec long. by use of an 8 cis Clock Pulse Source 
derived from the System Timer. The overflow 
signal from the Reference Counter opens the 
Vernier Time Gate and allows the clock pulses 
to be accumulated in the Vernier Time Counter 
(a pulse scaler). Thus, some portion of the total 
of eighty-eight pulses generated in 1 1-sec will be 
accumulated before the source is switched to the 
Sediment Cell. This directly measures the 
portion of the final 11-sec mt used by the Ref- 
erence Counter. When eighty-eight pulses are 
accumulated the Vernier Time Counter pro- 
duces an overflow signal that is stored in the 
Vernier Time Overflow Storage and which 
closes the Sediment Gate for the remainder of 
the measurement interval. The pulse scaling 
portion of the unit is then dormant until tha 
System Timer actuates the Digital Printer and 
Control either 14$ min or 2% minutes, after the 
beginning of the measurement interval, depend- 
ing on whether a 15 min or 3 min print rate has 
been selected. .The Controlqueries thesediment 
Counter and the four most significant digits of 
the ratio R are then printed serially in digital 
form. The entire process is again initiated when 
the Counters have been cleared and the Gates 
are opened by the System Timer. 

CALIBRATION AND GEOCHEMICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Ca[i6rationprocedures. The gauge can be tested 
in the laboratory using materials which simulate 
sediment. Both sodium sulfate and aluminum 
sulfate are suitable for this purpose, since they 
contain typical sediment elements and are in 
the correct density range. 

The gauge is supplied with a curve obtained 
with simulated sediment and an accurate read- 
ing of the ratio output with distilled water in 
each cell. This defines C of equation (5) for a 
distilled water reference. Since the response is 
linear on log paper, the user can obtain a 
complete calibration curve for a particular 
stream simply by obtaining one or more point 
sample measurements off and plotting them on 
the log paper against the ratio indicated by the 
gauge. A straight line is then drawn through 
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PO 30 40 YJ 
CONCENTRATION f l l o a  ppm) 

Ro. 5. Typical calibration curve obt&ed using 
sodium sulfate and distilled water reference. 

these points and that corresponding to f = 0. 
A typical curve is shown in Fig. 5. 

In practice it is necessary to carry out this 
calibration procedure whenever the user has 
reason to believe that a significant change in 
sediment composition has occurred. This means 
that recalibration is necessary at suitable inter- 
vids if the gauge is leR in one location, or if it 
is moved to a new location. 

Geochemical considerations. In general, X-  and 
gamma-ray absorption depends on both the 
density and composition of the attenuating 
medium. Therefore, a valid correlation between 
gauge response and suspended sediment con- 
centration requires that certain criteria be 
satislied. First, the dissolved material must 
either make a negligibly small contribution to 
the density, or its concentration must be mea- 
sured separately (e.g. by a conductivity cell) 
and an appropriate correction made. Second, 
variations in the composition of dissolved and 

,the continental U.S. many sites exist where the 
concentration of dissolved salts in the water is 
sufficiently low to have a negligible effect on 
gauge response. Also, experiments carried out 
using a conductivity gauge to determine the 
concentration of dissolved salts demonstrated 
that the output of the radiation gauge could be 
suitably corrected so as to allow operation in 
water having a high concentration of dissolved 
material('). With regard to the second factor, 
the proper selection of radiation energy is of 
chief importance in minimizing effects due to 
variation in the composition of suspended 
sediment. The intermediate 22 keV energy 
photons emitted by Cd109 appeared to offer the 
possibility of a compromise b,y providing 
reasonable gauge geometry as well as relative 
freedom from composition effects. In order to 
establish this, a geochemical survey was carried 
out in which the elemental variation of un- 
dissolved solids at a number of sites in the U.S. 
was determined. The results of this survey were 
then used as the basis for predicting gauge 
response under typical sediment composition 
variations.('.a) 

SYSTEM ACCURACY 
The gauge performance is influenced by 

several sources of errors and the joint effect of all 
simultaneous, but independent fluctuations is 
considered here. The errors involved in any 
measurement may be broadly classified into 
systematic and random. The systematic errors 
are primarily due to composition variations in 
the suspended sediment, and possible long-term 
temperature variations. Random sources or 
errors are predominantly due to the statistical 
nature of emission of radiation, and, to a lesser 
extent, the reproducibility of source position- 
ing. Effects of composition variation and 
statistical errors are amenable to analytical 
treatment and are examined in that manner here 
The effects of other sources of errors were 
deduced from experimental observations per- 
formed under controlled conditions. 

At concentrations of only a few thousand ppm 
the principal source of errors is due to the 
statistical nature of emission of radiation and it 

undissolved material must have an acceptably is thua appropriate to consider its cffccr first. 
small cffect on gauge accuracy. Regarding the Stalirliral u n r ~ r l a i n ~  cfrmission of radiation. The 
first of these factors, it was found that in statistical uncertainty in sediment concentration, 



AJ can be related to the uncertainties of 
accumulated counts N ,  and Nw by 

Using (7) and noting that on a one sigma basis 

yields the fractional standard deviation error in f 

or, alternatively, from (5) and (7), 

Since N, is constant in this system, the statistical 
error associated with any sediment concentration 
f can be readily computed from (1 1) once C and 
the stream constant S have been determined; 
i.e. once a calibration curve has been obtained. 
Equation (1 1) show thedependenceofstatistical 
uncertainty on stream constant and sediment 
concentration. To obtain an estimate of this 
uncertainty consider the approximately worst 
cases anticipated: f = 0.001 (1000 ppm), S = 
0.100, and C =  1. Then the statistical un- 
certainty on a one standard deviation basis is: 

3-min readout: 6f = h35.5 % 
15-min readout: 6f = h15.9 % (12) 

Effects of composition uariation. I t  is evident 
from equation (7) that a fractional deviation in f 
is equal in magnitude to an identical fractional 
deviation in the stream eonstant S. Thus 

6S can be obtained either experimentally, from 
calibration curves of two materials with known 
differences in density and absorption coefficient, 
or analytically from equation (6) which has been 
shown to agree reasonably well with observed 
data, and should thus give an adequate estimate 
of the errors involved. The desired expression 

can be derived as follows: 

From equations (6), (13) and (14) the fractional 
change in sediment concentration f can be 
related to fractional composition changes 6a, 
and 6P, by 

Based on geochemical survey data"' it was 
found that variations in sediment composition at 
a specific location introduces a variation in the 
absorption coefficient of sediment, for 22-keV 
X-rays, of about 3 %  and a variation in the 
sediment density of about 2 %. Their com- 
bined effect, according to (15), introduces an 
error in sediment concentration of about 3.5%. 

Experimental tarts. The foregoing discussion on 
the statistical uncertainty provided a measure of 
the distribution of individual measuremen@ 
about a mean, as described by the Poisson 
distribution. The distribution of the calculated 
statistical fluctuations, about a mean, was one 

ADD be% m PERCENT RANDOM ERROR 
SHOWN TOOBTAIN TOTAL ERROR 

S ~0~100(100,000~ml 

20 
3 MINUTE READOUT 

0 

FIO. 6. Typical variation of random error with 
concentration. 
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which would be observed with an ideal counting 
apparatus (a system with no drifts or noise 
counts, and a counter with no dead-time losses). 
In practice the finite resolving power of the 
counter will tend to reduce the true dispersion of 
counts. Additionally, spurious periodic dis- 
charges of the counter and linear amplifier may 
also distort the true randomness of incident 
radiation. 

Accordingly, tests were conducted in order 
to determine the magnitude of these effects at 
room temperature, and for typical temperatures 
in the high and low regions of the operating 
range of the shore base control unit which 
contains the counting circuitry. 

As a further verification of the assumed dis- 
tribution a statistical test for "goodness of fit" 
between the observed data and the assumed 
spread of Poisson distribution was examined. 
The chi-square test was employed for this 
purpose. The result of this test was satisfactory 
and it indicated that the apparatus behaved 
~ r o ~ e r l v  and that the assumed Poisson dis- 

(15). The total error may be evaluated with the 
aid of Fig. 6, which shows the variation of per 
cent random error with concentration for both 
the 3-min and 15-min readout options. This 
was calculated using assumed values of C = 1.0 
and S = 100,000 ppm, which are typical ofthose 
expected. I t  is seen that with the 15-min 
readout the sum of random and systematic 
errors' (3.5% due to composition variations) 
amounts to 19.5% at 1000 ppm. With the 
3-min readout the total error (random + 
systematic) becomes less than 20% for con- 
centrations greater than about 2200 ppm. 

OPERATIONAL USE 
Eleven gauges have been placed in operation 

at various sites within the continental U.S. 
These sites were selected to provide wide 
variations in climate and geochemistry. Field 
data obtained over approximately a one year 
period is being evaluated by the U.S. Inter- 
Agency Sedimentation Project. 

iridutiin was correct. The 3-min readout option REFERENCES 
was tested in a similar fashion and the agree- 

ZIEoLeR C. andBIRD L. L. U.S.kE.C. Research 
merit observed and =petted per- and Development Report, NYO 10,219 (1962). 
formance was likewise satisfactory. 2. BIRD L. L. and ZIEOLER C. A. U.S.A.E.C. Reeearch 

I t  was conduded, therefore, that the only and Development Report, NYO 10,220 (1963). 
significant erron are the random statistical 3. BRANSON M. and ZEOLER C. A. U.S.A.E.C. 
error, given by equation (1 l),  and the systematic Research and Development Report, NYO 10,221 
composition variation error given by equation (1964). 


